Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.
Esboniwch y mater rydych wedi codi yn fyr ac esboniwch sut gall yr ardal rydych wedi nodi ar y map helpu ymafael â’r mater yma.
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Mater / Issue: North-South transport links and rural infrastructure.
Please briefly explain the issue you have raised and how the areas you have identified on the map can help address this issue.

Also need to PROVIDE INFRASTRUCTURE IN RURAL AREA'S SUPPORTED BY SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SOURCES.
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The links between the North West of England is, Manchester and Liverpool.

Although the train routes from North and South could be improved in my opinion is that the route on the West coast is a total waste of time.

I feel that Cardiff is remote from North and their policies still are around the South party of Wales and that north is an afterthought.

I feel that the Welsh language policy is against any English speaking Welsh person as that second rate people are employed for only one reason that they can speak Welsh.

On broadband to provide it in the usual area on some property cost about £1,000 to them. How boys. The fact that if you want better mobile signal is the mast must be allow to a height of 80meters at not 25 without planning permission.
Connectivity
Rail - electrification? HS2
Grid (undersea link)
Resilient communities working from home but isolation a problem?
Research
Battery storage
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3 key areas for NDF:
- Infrastructure Connectivity
- Energy schemes (wts)
- Climate Change

Connectivity
- Transport (air, digital)
- Infrastructure
- Access to jobs in past, present, & beyond
- i.e. most Northern Pwllhewaase

Green Growth & decarbonisation
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